Your task:

• Look for sources of information or assistance with HIV or STIs.
  – One state source
  – One local source

• Record the name and contact information.

• Answer as many of the “who, what, when, and why” questions as you can. Many of these questions can only be answered when a person contacts the source.

  Who?
  – Who is the author?
  – Who is the organization that supports the information or author?

  What?
  – What is the content?
  – What is the quality and accuracy?

  When?
  – When was the information created?
  – When was it last updated?

  Why?
  – Why was the information provided?
  – Why is it useful to me? or isn’t it?

• Decide if you think it is a reliable source.

• Describe one resource, such as an informational brochure or service, they offer.

Take notes below on what you discover about each source.
Take notes below on what you discover about each source.